
IN A MEANINGFUL WAY   
A LivePerson Guide to Hosting Meetings that Matter

MEETING



Why a Meaningfully
Connected Meeting
is Important
You have the power to transform relationships, one meeting at a time. 

Jumping straight into a presentation filled with facts and figures disengages 

participants. This leaves little room for revelations, aspirations, doubts and 

goals. By connecting on a personal, fundamental level, a potentially superficial 

conversation will result in genuine relationships and extraordinary results.
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What is a
Meaningfully
Connected Meeting
Every interaction with a customer, partner, coworker or the greater community 

is an opportunity to strengthen the foundation of a long-lasting relationship.  

A Meaningfully Connected meeting is fluid, and not necessarily run in a linear, 

formulaic way.
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What is a
Meaningfully
Connected Meeting
• Focuses on establishing a connection first, content second. Connections  

can stem from personal and/or professional stories and perspectives;

• Establishes trust among meeting participants;

• Aligns participants against the same set of goals and values;

• Creates a space for diverse thinking and expression of doubt;

• Opens the door to future thinking and drives accountability  

and commitment.
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How can we create
a Meaningfully
Connected Meeting
There are THREE elements to an effective meeting:

1. Space 

2. People

3. Conversation
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Space
Physically disrupt what people expect from a meeting. If possible, request  

that chairs be set in a circle and remove barriers between participants.

 

Have participants break into small groups. The small group is a unit of 

transformation and will allow for deeper connection while creating an 

atmosphere where all voices are acknowledged.
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People
When planning a meeting with customers or partners, inform participants 

that you like to run meetings a bit differently. You might be posing discussion 

questions to the group to get a better understanding of their aspirations and 

doubts so that you can work together in a more meaningful way.

 

Welcome and greet all participants! Thank them for investing their valuable 
time in the meeting.

Set a communal atmosphere by building connections through personal 

introductions and storytelling. Don’t forget about remote participants and  

thosewho join after the start of the meeting.
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Conversation
Questions are the most powerful tool you have to encourage engagement. 

Asking the right questions can sometimes be the best answer and the right ones 

can build deeper connections. Don’t confuse ice breakers with connection.  Fun 

questions might get people talking, but they won’t reveal anything profound 

about the person or their business.

What Makes a Good Question?

• It’s unexpected and gets participants outside of their comfort zones;

• It’s ambiguous. There is no right answer, rather it provides insight into the 

participant’s goals, expectations, vision and fears;

• It’s not just about the project or task at hand. If you can get participants to 

connect on a deeper level, it sets the stage for you to be a strategic advisor 

and confidante.
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Keep in mind
Meeting objectives will dictate the types of connection questions you present. 

There are different types of questions to help you achieve connection:

Possibilities
Examples: 

•    What is the crossroads in your life or work or in the 
project that we are discussing today?

•   What are the possibilities that we can create together 
that we cannot do alone?

•   What do we want to create together to make a 
difference in [insert project, organization name, etc.]?

•   How am I contributing to the possibilities of 
transforming [insert program/project name]?

Ownership
Examples: 

•   How valuable an experience (or project) do you plan 
this to be?

• How participative do you plan to be?

•  How much risk are you willing to take?

•   How am I contributing to the possibilities of 
transforming [insert program/project name]?

Reflection
Examples: 

•  What struck you about the conversation you just had?

•    What have I done to contribute to the problems/
challenges that we are discussing today?

Commitment
Examples: 

•   What’s the promise I am willing to make to  
[insert goal] happen?

•  What is the price I am willing to pay for not living it  
out and not making?

Gifts
By “gifts” we don’t mean stress balls and mousepads! 
A gift conversation is a way to acknowledge the other 
participants for what they contributed to the time 
spent together. The idea is that by focusing on a gift, 
that is what we strengthen. Be genuine and authentic 
in recognizing their contribution - especially if that 
individual’s point of view differs from yours.

Examples: 

•   What gift have you received from another in the room?

•    What has someone done today that has been of value  
to you?

•    In what way did a particular person engage you in  
a way that make a difference in your perspectives  
and/or actions?
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Keep in mind
Embrace possibilities
Find new opportunities or look at problem solving 
differently, consider what could be created together that 
would make a difference (and still solve the problem.)

Connections build over time
Adapt the level of connection to the relationship.  
You might not ask the same questions in your first 
meeting with someone as you would in the third. 
However, try to take the relationship deeper with  
each encounter. 

Be flexible
The timing, flow and order of the meeting topics may 
change based on participant contribution and energy 
level. Keep the outcomes in mind.

Encourage
Doubt and dissent productively: be supportive and 
listen for concerns and questions; What does your  
“yes” mean if you can’t say “no”?

Talk less, listen more
Find ways to engage all members, clarify and confirm 
what was said.

Clearly define action items 
Outline next steps and ownership of those items.
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Follow Up
in a Real Way
Take care to avoid form letters, and reference a shared experience from the 

meeting. Remember that connection is not a one-time thing — it is ongoing 

and deepens over time.  Continue to build on your foundation and you will 

reap the benefits of authentic, real relationships with your customers, partners, 

community and coworkers.  
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Ideas for creating meaningful  
connections in meetings

We create meaningful connections.

In today’s world of hyper-connectivity, we often confuse superficial interactions with meaningful 

connections. It is LivePerson’s mission to change that. We believe that every interaction – be it between 

employees, clients, consumers, or the community – is an opportunity to achieve great things. We invite  

you to join us in living a connected culture.

“Meeting in a Meaningful Way” is inspired by the ideas of Peter Block, author, consultant, and citizen 

of Cincinnati, Ohio. His work is about empowerment, stewardship, chosen accountability, and the 

reconciliation of community. LivePerson is proud to have him on its Board of Directors. For more reading  

on the ideas presented in this booklet, read Block’s book “Community: The Structure of Belonging.”
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